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Abstract: The general structure of Collect/Report Paradigm (CRP) is outlined in this paper. CRP is a 

new approach for storing and accessing large amounts of data. Main advantages of CRP are: 

(1) collecting information is done by all nodes independently in parallel. It is possible one node to send 

information to another; (2) reporting information is provided only by the nodes which really contain 

information related to the request; the rest nodes do not react, they remain silent; (3) input data as well 

as results are in RDF-triple or RDF-quadruple format.  
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Introduction 

The Collect/Report Paradigm (CRP) is a new approach for storing and accessing large amounts of data. 

There are several interesting areas of implementing of the Collect/Report Paradigm, for instance, 
business applications where flexibility of this approach will give some new possibilities; linguistic 
systems which work with large linguistic data sets; cognitive modeling; etc. 

Maybe the most interesting is the area of so called “Big Data”. The term Big Data applies to information 

that can’t be processed or analyzed using traditional processes or tools. Increasingly, organizations 

today are facing more and more “Big Data challenges”. They have access to a wealth of information, but 

they don’t know how to get value out of it because it is sitting in its most raw form or in a semi-structured 

or unstructured format [Zikopoulos et al, 2012]. 

Three main characteristics define Big Data: Volume, Variety, and Velocity [Zikopoulos et al, 2012].  

― Volume (the sheer volume of data being stored today is exploding) – avoiding additional 

indexing, duplication of keywords, and corresponded pointers, leads to reducing additional 

memory needed for accessing information i.e. we may use addressing but not classical 

search engines; 

― Velocity (a conventional understanding of velocity typically considers how quickly the 

data is arriving and stored, and its associated rates of retrieval) – avoiding recompilation 
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of information base permits high speed of storing and immediately readiness of 

information to be accessed. This is very important possibility for stream data; 

― Variety (it represents all types of data — a fundamental shift in analysis requirements 

from traditional structured data to include raw, semi-structured, and unstructured data as 

part of the decision-making and insight process) – natural language addressing permits 

creating a special kind of graph information bases which may operate both with structured 

as well as semi-structured information. 

These characteristics cause corresponded problems of storing Big Data which may be solved by means 

of CRP. 

Popular approach for representing Big Data is Resource Definition Framework (RDF). Let remember, 

RDF is a graph based data format which is schema-less, thus unstructured, and self-describing, 

meaning that graph labels within the graph describe the data itself. The prevalence of RDF data is due 

to variety of underlying graph based models, i.e. almost any type of data can be expressed in this format 

including relational and XML data [Faye et al, 2012]. 

Big Data created the need for a new class of capabilities to augment the way things are done today to 

provide better line of site and controls over our existing knowledge domains and the ability to act on 

them.  

 

MapReduce Paradigm  

In the Big Data community, the “MapReduce Paradigm” has been seen as one of the key enabling 

approaches for meeting the continuously increasing demands on computing resources imposed by 

massive data sets. MapReduce is a highly scalable programming paradigm capable of processing 

massive volumes of data by means of parallel execution on a large number of commodity computing 

nodes. It was recently popularized by Google [Dean & Ghemawat, 2008], but today the MapReduce 

paradigm has been implemented in many open source projects, the most prominent being the Apache 

Hadoop [Hadoop, 2014]. The popularity of MapReduce can be accredited to its high scalability, fault-

tolerance, simplicity and independence from the programming language or the data storage system. 

At the same time, MapReduce faces a number of obstacles when dealing with Big Data including the 

lack of a high-level language such as SQL, challenges in implementing iterative algorithms, support for 

iterative ad-hoc data exploration, and stream processing [Grolinger et al, 2014]. 

A possible solution may be the Collect/Report Paradigm. It is suitable for storing Big Data in large 

information bases located on different storage systems – from personal computers up to cloud servers.  
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Collect/Report Paradigm 

The idea of Collect/Report Paradigm (CRP) is very simple and because of this it is perspective to be 

realized. Similar model one may see in the game of chance “Bingo” (Figure 1) for two or more players, 

who mark off numbers on a grid with unique sequence of numbers printed on their individual cards as 

they are announced by the Caller corresponding to numbered balls drawn at random; the game is won 

by the first person to call out "bingo!" or "house!" after crossing off all numbers on the grid or in one line 

of the grid [YourDictionary, 2013]. 

To play Bingo one has to “collect” (to buy) one or more individual cards and after starting the game to 

listen what number the Caller will announce, to find in the individual cards the same numbers and to 

mark them (i.e. to process the stream of incoming data). After marking every new number, (in real time, 

before next number will be announced) player has to analyze the configuration of marked cells on the 

individual cards and to decide if it is the winner configuration. If the configuration is a winner one, the 

player has to “report” (to call out) “Bingo”. Only the players with winner configurations have to report, 

the others must stay silent. 

 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of Collect/Report Paradigm via example of Bingo game 
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Collect/Report Paradigm is based on the possibility of so called “Natural Language Addressing” (NLA). 

[Ivanova et al, 2012a; Ivanova et al, 2012b; Ivanova et al, 2013b; Ivanova et al, 2013c; Ivanova et al, 

2013e; Ivanova, 2014a; Ivanova, 2014b, Ivanova, 2014c; Ivanova, 2014d; Ivanova, 2014e; 

Ivanova, 2014f]. 

CRP assumes that incoming information is coded in RDF format. Using first element of triple as address 

and the second element as name of layer (archive), the third element may be stored and accessed 

directly. In other words, we have many different layers stored in separate archives which may be 

distributed all over the world. The correspondence between archives is strongly kept by names as 

addresses which are equal for all layers. 

In Collect/Report Paradigm, all nodes have to “listen” in parallel the incoming stream of RDF-data and to 

“collect” (to store) information only in the layers the nodes have to support. In the same time, nodes 

have to “listen” incoming stream of requests and only nodes, which have information corresponded to 

given request has to “report” (to send answer).  

As an example let’s see Table 1. It represents six nodes numbered from 1 to 6 which may be distributed 

all over the net. Incoming information is in RDF triples (subject, relation, object). Information (objects) for 

the same subject and relation is concatenated in the corresponded points. Let assume that the Table 1 

represents the state of nodes at given time moment. If in this moment a request for word “cut” will come, 

only nodes 1 and 6 will “report” the content (definitions) from corresponded cells. Node 1 will report only 

the first row which correspond to “cut” with small letters but not its second row which corresponds to 

word “CUT” with capital letters. Nodes 2, 3, 4, and 5 will rest silent.  

 

Table 1. Content of six sample nodes 

node layer NLA definition 

1 adj_all cut 

{ cut, shortened, (with parts removed; "the drastically cut film") } 

{ cut, thinned, weakened, (mixed with water; "sold cut whiskey"; "a cup of 

thinned soup") } 

{ cut, slashed, ((used of rates or prices) reduced usually sharply; "the 

slashed prices attracted buyers") } 

{ cut, emasculated, gelded, ((of a male animal) having the testicles 

removed; "a cut horse") } 
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node layer NLA definition 

1 adj_all CUT 

{ [ CUT1, UNCUT1,!] (separated into parts or laid open or penetrated 

with a sharp edge or instrument; "the cut surface was mottled"; "cut 

tobacco"; "blood from his cut forehead"; "bandages on her cut wrists") } 

{ [ CUT2, UNCUT2,!] ((of pages of a book) having the folds of the leaves 

trimmed or slit; "the cut pages of the book") } 

{ [ CUT3, UNCUT3,!] (fashioned or shaped by cutting; "a well-cut suit"; 

"cut diamonds"; "cut velvet") } 

2 adj_pert cut empty definition 

3 adj_ppl cut empty definition 

4 adv_all cut empty definition 

5 noun_Tops cut empty definition 

6 noun_act cut 

{ cut6, absence,@ (an unexcused absence from class; "he was punished 

for taking too many cuts in his math class") } 

{ cut5, reduction,@ (the act of reducing the amount or number; "the 

mayor proposed extensive cuts in the city budget") } 

{ cut, [ cutting, verb.creation:cut11,+ ] cutting_off1, shortening,@ (the act 

of shortening something by chopping off the ends; "the barber gave him 

a good cut") } 

{ cut1, [ cutting1, verb.contact:cut10,+ verb.contact:cut,+ ] division,@ (the 

act of cutting something into parts; "his cuts were skillful"; "his cutting of 

the cake made a terrible mess") } 

{ cut2, [ cutting2, verb.contact:cut10,+ ] opening2,@ (the act of 

penetrating or opening open with a sharp edge; "his cut in the lining 

revealed the hidden jewels") } 

{ cut9, [ cutting9, verb.contact:cut5,+ ] division,@ card_game,#p (the 
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node layer NLA definition 

division of a deck of cards before dealing; "he insisted that we give him 

the last cut before every deal"; "the cutting of the cards soon became a 

ritual") } 

{ cut8, [ undercut, verb.contact:undercut,+ ] stroke,@ tennis,;c 

badminton,;c squash,;c ((sports) a stroke that puts reverse spin on the 

ball; "cuts do not bother a good tennis player") } 

 

In general, Collect/Report Paradigm is illustrated on Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Cloud Collect/Report Scheme for Storing and Accessing Big Data 

 

Main advantages of Collect/Report Paradigm (Figure 2) are: 

― Collecting information is done by all nodes independently in parallel. It is possible one node 

to send information to another; 

― Reporting information is provided only by the nodes which really contain information related 

to the request; the rest nodes do not react, they remain silent; 

― Input data as well as results are in RDF-triple or RDF-quadruple format. 
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Collect/Report Paradigm has multi-level structure (Figure 3).  

The first and second levels are “basic” and consist of two mathematical models: 

― Multi-Domain Information Model [Markov, 2004]; 

― Natural Language Addressing Model [Ivanova et al, 2013a; Ivanova et al, 2013d]. 

The third and fourth levels are “methodical” and consist of two access methods: 

― Multi-Domain Access Method [Markov, 1984]; 

― Natural Language Access Method [Ivanova, 2014g; Ivanova, 2014h]. 

Fifth level consists of program realizations of the access methods [Markov et al, 1990;  

Markov et al, 2008]. The ongoing new realization is called “BigArM”. 

Finally, the upper two levels are External data models (Graph Information Bases) and Operational 

Environment (Cloud).  

 

 

Figure 3. Main levels of the CRP structure 

 

 

Operational Environment (Cloud);

External data models (NL-Graph Information Bases)

Program realizations (MDAM1, ... ,Arm32, BigArM)
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Multi-Domain Access Method

Natural Language Addressing

Multi-Domain Information Model
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Conclusion 

The milestone for the work presented in this paper is the simple idea that we may use a special kind of 

organization of the information and this way to develop easy to use information bases and with very high 

speed for response which enables the real-time analytical processing (RTAP) [Markov, 2005]. 

(The RTAP multithreaded processing engine needs to support extremely large volumes of data in real 

time. The analytics performed are composed of combinations of algorithmic, statistical and logical 

functions. [B-Jensen, 2002]) 

In the same time, CRP is good foundation for intelligent data processing based on multi-dimensional 

memory structures [Markov et al, 2013]. 

Finally, as it was mentioned in [Markov et al, 2014], via CRP and natural language addressing, three 

main problems of storing Big Data may be solved: 

― Volume – avoiding additional indexing, duplication of keywords, and corresponded pointers, 

leads to reducing additional memory needed for accessing information i.e. we may use 

addressing but not classical search engines; 

― Velocity – avoiding recompilation of information base permits high speed of storing and 

immediately readiness of information to be accessed. This is very important possibility for 

stream data; 

― Variety – natural language addressing permits creating a special kind of graph information 

bases which may operate both with structured as well as semi-structured information. 
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